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YOUR NEXT STEPS ON MOVING UP IN
LIFEVANTAGE: FROM PRO 1 TO PRO 3
This workbook contains statements regarding the Lifevantage compensation plan. There are no guarantees regarding income and the success or failure of each LifeVantage Independent Distributor, like any oth-

er business, depends on each LifeVantage Independent Distributors’ own skill and personal effort. During the fiscal year
of 2015, distributors earned approximately $88,308,204 in commissions and sales compensation globally. Approximately
59,000 distributors were paid a commission in that fiscal year. Other details about our compensation can be found on our
Earnings Claim Statement at the company’s website: www.lifevantage.com/earnings-claim-statement/
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CHAPTER

1

Welcome to LifeVantage & Active8!
Congratulations on your decision! You’ve not only joined, but you’ve successfully launched
your business – taking control of your life and your future. You have successfully hit the ground
running and now it’s time to take your business to the next level.
We’ve developed this workbook as a step-by-step action plan to go from Pro 1 to Pro 3… and beyond! We believe this will help you create a business that’s simple, successful, and fun to duplicate.
By following the recommendations in this workbook, you’ll be on the right path to achieve your
goals with LifeVantage and you’ll be on your way to helping your team to do the same!

LIFEVANTAGE: THE
OPPORTUNITY OF A LIFETIME
You’ve chosen well.
LifeVantage’s cutting edge breakthroughs in nutrigenomics are people feel better, look better, perform
better. Our science is has over 40 years of research,
over 20 peer-reviewed published studies, and our
multi-patented blockbuster Protandim NRF2 is protected by 7 US patents.
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nu·tri·ge·no·mics!
n(y)o͞otrij ēnōmiks, (noun)!

the scientific study of the interaction of nutrition
and genes, especially with regard to the prevention or treatment of disease.
“nutrigenomics holds great promise in fighting obesity and cancer” Source: Google Dictionary

LIFEVANTAGE: HOT TIPS
We are a global, world-class company and the timing couldn’t be better. The business provides an
opportunity for personal independence and growth as you share your success with others. Best of
all, with LifeVantage and Active8 – you have the freedom to build the business you want. You’re not
limited by a set schedule or long commute, you can work when and where you want, according to
your priorities and on your terms.
You’re working with an ethical company with a history of and commitment to success – as an active
member of the Direct Selling Association (DSA) and publicly indexed on the NASDAQ. LifeVantage
operates under not only the DSA code of ethics, but follows SEC, FTC, and FDA guidelines.
As you build your team of distributors and preferred customer base grows, you’ll be leveraging the
time you put into your business. Teamwork and uplication is the secret to your long-term success.

“Hustle and Active8 will set you apart.”
It all adds up to a life without limits, working when you want,
with the people you choose, earning the rewards you deserve.
To learn more about Active8 and our mission, check out
www.Active8.net under the “ABOUT” tab and educate yourself on why this team is one of the premier teams of this
great industry!
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Become a Product-of-the-Product!
LifeVantage is a pioneer in nutrigenomics. We’ve earned global reputation for our anti-aging
technology. It’s important that not only do you gain personal experience with the products
(buy them, try them), but also personal conviction in the science. So do your research! Plug into
our Product Education courses on Active8.net, and study the research files! Also, make sure
you don’t miss our next Science Seminar at our Global Convention or Elite Academies. Your
belief in and enthusiasm for the products will be infectious, and the people you talk to will also
be excited to try them.

Know Your Story!
Every time you meet with someone and
share the information, they are going to be
curious to learn more about what drew you
to LifeVantage. How can you make it powerful and passionate?
Boring example: “I’m a mother of 3, I love
my business and I’m really excited about
the little yellow pill.”
Better example “Before getting started
with LifeVantage, I was looking for a way to
bring in extra income for the household… I
had seen a lot of opportunities, but nothing felt right. Until now! Being a part of LifeVantage,
we are offering the HIGHEST quality and breakthrough technology to help people live longer
and feel better. And I’m absolutely in love with the skin care, it’s all natural and I already see my
skin improving. I love this business because it allows me to be my own boss, which is perfect
since I’m a busy mom of three beautiful kids. I love what I do, I love helping others and LifeVantage is helping me build a legacy for my family!”

Go Public on Social Media!
Did you know that the average person spends over an hour a day on social media? Instead of
wasting time on Facebook games, turn your Facebook into a business. We’re not into spamming social media, but some intelligent posts a few times a week can broaden your range of
contacts exponentially. (More training on this in Active8 Academy on Active8.net)
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Here are some simple ideas on what you can post to evoke
interest, as well as some tips on what NOT to do!
Do: Post your Launch event! “Hey guys, I’m launching my new business tonight at 8 pm on a conference call! I’m so excited. Message me for details!”
Do: Share stories from your customers and product
users. Facts tell stories sell! Share before and afters!
Share studies. Share one thing about Protandim every day! We have lots of great ideas in our MyLifeVantage Story FB Group. Check it out!
Don’t: Make claims. Our products are dietary supplements, they are not a pharmaceutical. We cannot claim they cure, treat, prevent, or mitigate disease! Stick with stories
about improvements in pain, energy, or sleep.
Don’t: Post your link! Always include a call to action with the post: “Message me and I’ll send
you the details.” Or get a simple buy in. For example, “Doesn’t Mary look great after losing
12lbs on our 7 Day Reset… if you want to lose 12lbs in a week, comment below “I’m in” and
I’ll send you the details!” Send the videos and enrollment details in a private message. Better
yet, get them on the phone so they can hear the excitement in your voice. “I find Facebook
really impersonal, what’s your number – I’ll give you a call and get you all the info!”

Don’t Miss an Event!
Events are critical for your success in this business. As a philosophy of Active8, we know that
education is a foundation for personal success. Make a commitment right now to not miss an
event for the next year and you’ll see your results sky rocket.
• Weekly: Monday Active8 Weekly Call (time and dial-in varies per market)
• Monthly: LifeVantage Academy (Third Saturday every month)
**International markets vary, see Active8.net for schedules**
• Quarterly: LifeVantage Elite Academy
• Annually: Global Convention
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CHAPTER

2

Your Life Changes Today
We know that you can’t wait to take your LifeVantage business to the next level, and this chapter will set a strong foundation for a great start. Your passion and commitment, plus LifeVantage’s cutting edge nutrigenomic products and dynamic business opportunity, add up to the
potential for unlimited success. As with any journey, it’s helpful to know your destination before you take off. First, let’s look at where you hope to go…

AN INITIATION TO REFLECTION!
We all lead busy lives, and there’s always a demand on our time and it’s rare for people to take
time and reflect. What are you looking for in your life right now? More fun? More money? More
time? More friends? More freedom? As you take your business from Pro 1… to Pro 3 and beyond,
now is a perfect time to stop and think: What do you wish to be, do or have in the next year?
For example:
During the next year I want to…
BE … (less stressed, more confident, closer to
family/friends)
DO … (reduce my debt, add to college funds, take
a vacation, work from home)
HAVE … (more free time, new kitchen, new
friends, extra cash)
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See how that works? Now it’s your turn to think about what you’re looking for to build the life
you’ve always wanted.

BE: _____________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
DO: _____________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
HAVE:

_________________________________________________

________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
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CHAPTER

3

Our Active8 System
Over the last six years, Active8 has successfully created hundreds of full-time and six figure
financial transformations. Whether you’re looking to make a few hundred dollars a month, or a
few thousand, we can get you there if you follow the system.
Our three tiered plan is a paint-by-number approach to teach you everything from beginning
your LifeVantage business to creating total and complete financial freedom for your family and
generations to come.
Make sure you complete each step and duplicate the process in your team. When completed,
you’ll achieve no less than the desired outcome; stair stepping you through the LifeVantage
Compensation Plan.
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STEP 1 - LAUNCH!
ACTION: Execute a minimum of 3 launch events during your first 30 days and present the LifeVantage story to 30 people. You can do calls, parties, 1-1 presentations, it’s up to you…but this
is when you LAUNCH! Have a sense of URGENCY – you only start a business once. Hit that first
rank in the comp plan and create your story.
TOOL: The Launch Guide
DESIRED OUTCOME: Pro 1 (1,000 in Organizational Volume, min. 1 leg)

STEP 2 - LEARN!
ACTION: Use this guide plus our training resources like Active8 Academy and Upcoming
Events, personally enroll 5 new distributors and help them Launch correctly. If you help 5 new
personals go Pro 1 in your business, you’ll qualify for Pro 3. Once you are Pro 3, you are now
invited to our LEAD SCHOOL, a mentoring opportunity directly with Active8 Elite leaders.
TOOL: Learn & Earn Guide
DESIRED OUTCOME: Pro 3 (5,000 in Organizational Volume, min. 2 legs)

STEP 3 - LEAD!
ACTION: Participate in our 12 week LEAD SCHOOL program, which includes weekly calls and
check-ins. Learn exactly what it will take to create a full-time and even six-figure income in
LifeVantage. Grow in your confidence, team building and presenting skills. At the end of the
course, receive your certification and recognition on being a LEAD SCHOOL Graduate.
TOOL: LEAD SCHOOL
DESIRED OUTCOME: Pro 5 and beyond (20,000 in Organizational Volume, min 3 legs)

LAST BUT NOT LEAST… LOVE!!
It’s amazing what can happen when you lead with the heart. Showing compassion, care, acceptance and respect in all aspects of your life and business – will go a long way in create a happy and
fulfilling life. There will be many times in your business you will face obstacles, hurdles and situations that seem frustratingly impossible. The best advice we have received is to always do our
best, honor others, forgive quickly, and remove EGO (after all – EGO stands for Edging God Out!)
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CHAPTER

4

Moving Through the Plan
We know that you can’t wait to take your LifeVantage business to the next level, and this chapter will set a strong foundation for a great start. Your passion and commitment, plus LifeVantage’s cutting edge nutrigenomic products and dynamic business opportunity, add up to the
potential for unlimited success. As with any journey, it’s helpful to know your destination before you take off. So let’s look first at where you hope to go.
Looking at the LifeVantage income disclosure below, set your targets on how quickly you want
to hit Pro 3. Is it 30 days from now? 60 days? 90 days? What about Pro 4, 5, 6…even 7? Write
your goals below, and then fill in the blank in the following sentence.
To reach my goals, I’m willing to invest _______ hours per week!
I am a Pro 3 on or before the date:

________/________/_____________.

I am a Premier Pro 4 on or before the date:

________/________/_____________.

I am a Premier Pro 5 on or before the date:

________/________/_____________.

I am a Premier Pro 6 on or before the date:

________/________/_____________.

I am an Elite Pro 7 on or before the date:

________/________/_____________.

Achieving your goals and knowing how much time you have to devote to LifeVantage is directly linked. For instance, if you have a goal to be a Premier Pro 6, earning $5200 a month and
you’re only willing to work 2 hours a week in your LifeVantage business, that’s not a realistic
goal. So either the goal/date or the hours need to change in order for this to be achievable.
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PRO 1
Average Earnings: $92 / Month!
Minimum Monthly OV: 1,000!
Minimum PV Requirements: 100
Minimum Leg* Requirements: 1 Qualified Leg Earning from your teams activity:
2 % on first level
5 % on second level

PRO 2
Average Earnings: $248 / Month!
Minimum Monthly OV: 2,500!
Minimum PV Requirements: 100
Minimum Leg* Requirements: 2 Qualified Legs Maximum % per leg**: 80/20!
Earning from your teams activity:
* We use the term “leg” in compensation examples. This refers to an active distributor on auto ship.
** Maximum % per leg means how much OV you can count from one leg. In a Pro 2 example, it would be 80/20, meaning,
you can count up to 2,000 (80%) of your 2,500 minimum OV requirement from one leg. The remaining 500 must come from
your other legs or personal volume.

PRO 3
Average Earnings: $501 / Month!
Minimum Monthly OV: 5,000!
Minimum PV Requirements: 1000
Minimum Leg* Requirements: 2
Qualified Legs Earning from your
teams activity:
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5X1 - 3 DISTINCT BENEFITS
OF HITTING PRO 3
1. Increased Weekly Pay – Launch
Bonus!
LifeVantage wants to reward you for more than just
your personally enrolled customers and distributors. So
they created the Launch Bonus.
The Launch Bonus gets “unlocked” at the paid rank of
Pro 3. It works as a “trickle up” bonus to pay the first
“qualified paid as” Distributor for each of the following
ranks as it moves up the enrollment tree of the new enrollee (AKA = new distributor) Below is a chart for the US example.

2. Increased Monthly Pay!
Get ready to be richly rewarded! The more that you enroll new team members and help them
succeed, the more income potential you have coming your way.
At paid Pro 3 and above you qualify to earn the Generational Matching Bonus.
Earn a 10% match of all personally enrolled Distributor’s Royalty Commissions generated from
their downline sales. Earn 5% on generations 2, 3, 4, and 5 of personally enrolled Distributors
Royalty Commission generated from their downline sales. Imagine this as your team matures
and their paychecks grow. The possibility is endless!
To qualify for the generational matching bonus, you must have 100 in new purchase volume
from Preferred Customers, Distributors or Retail Customers during a calendar month and 200
PV. 40 of that PV must come from your personal product purchases.

3. Invitation to LEAD School!
Want to become the best? Looking to create a fulltime income? Desire to help your team
achieve more results and rank up faster? If you said “YES!”… then we implore you to run to Pro
3. All new Pro 3’s and above are invited to LEAD School, where you will complete a 12 week
Leadership Training and Certification to teach you everything you need to learn to go from Pro
3 to Pro 5 and beyond!
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5X1 – THE FASTEST WAY TO PRO 3
Stay in Launch Mode!
Many new leaders will get stuck at Pro 1 or 2 because they sign up 1-2 distributors and then they sit
on them. They try to hatch them like a golden egg!Your fastest way to Pro 3 is to continue recruiting.
Our 5x1 structure gives you a simple “fill in the blank” visual. Find 5 people who see this, get this, and
want this like you do.
Work with your upline support team to Launch them effectively (Launch Guide + 3 Launch events in
first 30 days) and help them achieve and maintain Pro 1!
You do this 5x… and you’ll have 5 Pro 1’s on your team and more than enough volume to cover the
5,000 OV requirement.

What if They “Fail to Launch”!
I know what you’re thinking. You signed up a few business builders, but maybe they are not doing
much of anything yet. Maybe they are busy, or uninspired, or life happened. You know how life just
sometimes --- happens! No sweat…
They are incubating. Keep them in the system and try your best to keep them informed on all that’s happening with LifeVantage and Active8.You never know when they may pop up and get excited again.
But you cannot rank advance solely on incubators. You need builders!
So if your first 3 distributors are not willing to follow the plan, then replace them! Go find 5 new ones
who have a burning desire to change their life! Work with the willing.

Set Yourself up For Long-term Success!
Did you know you need 5 legs to hit Presidential Master Pro 10? So starting your business wide from
the beginning, will help you with later qualifications. Trust us, you’ll be glad that you did!
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CHAPTER

5

Tracking Your IGA’s
LifeVantage is a business that is built on your terms. Isn’t that exciting? You can choose to work
this part-time: fitting it into the nooks and crannies of your life. Or, perhaps, transitioning to
full-time, or even BIG-time effort.
The only thing we’ve found is that you can’t build a profitable business without focusing on the
Income Generating Activities, or IGA’s as we like to call them.
In Network Marketing, you have very little control over the end result, but 100% control over
your activity and attitude. The Active8 Success Tracker was designed so you could keep daily
personal accountability in your business.
It’s easy to “play office” or get caught up in mindless Facebook scrolling and things that are
not growing our network of customers and distributors. In this chapter we will break down the
tracker, and we invite you to use this tool daily and set a goal to get no less than 10.

READING THE TRACKER!
One thing you may notice right away is that there are two distinct parts of the tracker.
You have the top half portion, which are your strongest IGA’s in the field of “Recruiting.” Also
known as exposures, presentations, and generally helping a new customer or distributor move
through the process and get started.
The bottom half portion is labeled “Development.” These are things that are still very important to do daily to move your business forward. But aren’t always the most vital thing to move
the needle of new volume.
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5X1 - MY RUN TO PRO 3 - TRACKER
Average Earnings: $501 / Month!
Minimum Monthly OV: 5,000!

Minimum PV Requirements: 1000

USING THIS SHEET: Focus on helping each new distributor achieve the rank of Pro 1 using the
Launch Guide. Shade in a new box for every 1 ,000 in OV you accomplish !

X
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One thing you can ask yourself each day and each week as you track your business:

ARE YOU ABOVE OR BELOW THE LINE?
The blue dividing line in the center is there for a reason. If a majority of your weekly points are
spent below the bottom line, it’s time to step it back up and move above the line back into Recruiting activities.

CHOOSING YOUR SPEED!
You’ll notice a goal at the bottom of the tracker advising to collect a minimum of 10 points each
day. In Active8 you choose your speed. How fast do you want your business to go? How quickly
do you want to rank advance? The pace of the leader is the pace of the pack. Leaders with high
points each day, duplicate that speed into their team.
Walk = 5-10 points per day Run = 10-20 points per day

Fly = 20+ points per day!

USING THE SUCCESS TRACKER
Collect 1 point (no daily max) for every daily Recruiting IGA!
ABCYellowPill.com – Protandim NRF2 is not only the flagship product for LifeVantage (23 studies, 7 US patents, hello!) but it’s also the backstop of our business. People may come and go on
the weight management, skin care, energy products… but NRF2 is a product that many people
will take for the rest of their life. A retentive business is a Protandim NRF2 heavy business. This
is why we track showing the ABC Primetime report above any and all other tools.
OVERVIEW – The second most powerful tool we have is an Overview. This is where we share
the LifeVantage story – in its completeness. An Overview consists of 1. The Company Story, 2.
The Product Story, and 3. The Income Story. It doesn’t
matter if it’s done in person, in a living room, at a hotel,
HOT TIP: You can mark your
on a Zoom, or if your prospect watches the recorded
tracker in many ways, the way
version Active8.net/Overview – it all counts! Without
we found very helpful was usthe overview, you’re contact won’t hear the full picing tallies and then adding up
ture, so it’s vital to drive people to the Overview so they
the tallies at the end of the day
can make the decision that’s best for them and “get in
and week.
where they fit in.”
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3-WAY CALL – After a contact has watched the ABC Primetime Report and attended/watched
the LifeVantage Overview, if they still have questions or concerns, a powerful next step for
them would be the introduction to a Pro 3+ support team member. 99% of concerns stem in
the question “Can I do this?” and hearing the story of somebody in your upline who’s having
good results can make all the difference.
CUSTOMER/REP ENROLLMENT – Tracking your enrollments is vital to stay on course with
your goals and audit the effectiveness of your activity. For instance, if you have a lot of Recruiting points in the ABC & Overview section, but few 3-way calls and virtually no enrollments… in
there may lie a clue = I may need to bring in third party validation! Or possibly, the answer lies
in the fact that your follow-up points may be lower than usual. Tracking provides ANSWER! You
cannot grow what you do not track.
FOLLOW-UP – Ever heard of the phrase, “the fortune is in the follow-up?” Well it’s so true
in Network Marketing! Few people will enroll on the first exposure, and over 80% of contacts
need 5+ touches to purchase. Here are some helpful tips:

BONUS! TOP FOLLOW-UP TIPS:
Use the power of your voice – Don’t just send texts or private messages. Use voice memos
or a phone call to connect better with your contact. Let them hear the excitement and conviction in your voice.
Some Will, Some Won’t, So What, Someone’s Waiting (SWSWSWSW!) – It can be a little disheartening when somebody doesn’t “get it” or even chooses not to respond. But remember
we are casting a BIG net with this product. And even though it may seem logical that everybody would want better health and better wealth, truthfully – some people it’s just not for
them.
Whether it’s poor timing, the person isn’t interested, or maybe they just don’t want to
change – respect the person’s decision and realize that a “No” right now is not a “No” forever. Keep a contact in your pipeline and continue inviting them from time to time to take
a look. Encourage them to try new products when they launch. And revisit them about the
opportunity every so often. Things can change. Be the consistent one and always follow-up!
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Collect 1 point (max, regardless of how many you do of these activities in a day) for
every daily Development IGA:
PRODUCT OF THE PRODUCT – We covered this earlier in Chapter 1 that it’s important to
take the product. Have you tried ALL of them that are available in your market? If not, make
the investment into your business and buy a Pack or purchase the products as you can so you
can create a relationship with them, a personal testimonial, and speak intelligently about your
experience using them. Use the products DAILY!
TEAM OR LV TRAINING – Training and continued education is vital for the business. Here are
some ideas for this category that would qualify to be tracked:

• Launching a New Distributor - Active8 Weekly Call (Mondays)
• Other Team Training Zoom (You lead or your support team leads)
• LEAD School (Pro 3+ only)
• LifeVantage Pro Audio Series
• LifeVantage Academy or Local Training (Super Saturdays, etc.) - Elite Academy of Global Convention
Whenever you are plugging into a training or training others on your team - this a highly important developmental IGA and should be rewarded with a point!
PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT – We will cover this in depth in Chapter 7 “Learn More, Earn More”
but any personal growth activity can be counted. Audio, video, reading, seminars, it all counts!
TEAM COMMUNICATION – As a new leader with a new budding team, they count on you to
get a lot of the information. Don’t just enroll new distributors, give them the launch guide and
never speak to them again. No! That’s not the Active8 way. Get to know them, respect them,
help them with their business, remind them for calls, follow-up from time to time regardless if
they are actively building. Stay tight knit!
ADDED A NEW CONTACT – Your Network is your Net worth. If you added a new person to
your list today to share the LifeVantage products or business with …good for you! This is a relationship business and continue fostering that new relationship. Tally up another point!
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CHAPTER

6

ONE A MONTH
Network Marketing is not about one person having thousands of customers. It’s about building
a Network and helping a lot of people: A) love the products, B) use them every day, C) reorder
every month, D) and share them with people they care about.
Seeing the scope of what it takes to build full-time can be daunting… but just like Rome wasn’t
built in a day, neither will a Master Pro 10+ business! What matters most is consistency and
mobilizing others to share with their network.
Active8’s One a Month System is a powerful message of getting and maintaining no less than
200 PV (to maximize the compensation plan) and at least one distributor a month who’s com-
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mitted to do the same. You may have to enroll 5 distributors to find one who gets the vision, but
when you do… teach them and plug them into the system.
Long term consistency trumps short-term intensity 99% of the time.
At the very least, get your one a month!!
Adopted from Tara Wilson’s legendary training video, showing the power of personally enrolling one person per month and teaching them to do the same. This is part of Active8’s “One
Result Goal” every single month.
To maximize the comp plan in LifeVantage, you want to produce $200 a month in PV (personal
volume). For example: that’s you on autoship for Protandim NRF2 plus having 4 customers on
autoship for NRF2 as well. If you do this, and enroll 1 new distributor per month and teach them
to do the same ($200 a month in PV), and you work with them, launch their business, sit down
with them, parties, calls, zooms, you name it, paint the vision. If EVERYONE has a list of 100
names, all you need is one a month from that list…

LifeVantage 2015 Fiscal Income Disclosure.
SOMETHING TO CONSIDER:
Most people quit at month 3, or month 6, because the big money hasn’t rolled in yet!
They think: “6 months!!! – I should be making $100k a year!!”
Keep going! LifeVantage has the ability to change your life …just ONE A MONTH!
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CHAPTER

7

Learn More, Earn More
“Don’t wish it was easier, wish you were better.” – Jim Rohn
Most people are anxious to change their circumstances.
•

They want a better house. - They want a better spouse.

•

They want a better job.

•

They want a bigger bank account.

•

They want a better body.

•

They want a massive team inside Network Marketing.

They want to change their circumstances, but they are unwilling to change themselves. Therefore, they remain bound.

TOP TIPS!
You cannot give what you do not have. The more
you grow and experience, the better you’ll be able
to influence and mentor others!
The marketplace pays for value; value is determined
by skill. Increase your skill, increase your income.
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In this short chapter, we will walk you through how to develop a personal growth plan, so that
you can transform your life from the inside out. Growth is the only hope that tomorrow will get
better. For you to EARN more, you’re going to have to LEARN more. Being a student didn’t
stop in high school or university... and no matter where you are at in your Network Marketing
journey – let’s all agree we can all improve.

BECOME A STUDENT
There is one fundamental truth to all great success stories in Network Marketing. Every top
leader will attribute a great deal of their success to the amount of effort they put into personal
growth.
The Law of Intentionality states: Growth doesn’t just happen.
What are you currently doing to develop yourself? What is your current plan?
What are you doing to develop others around you?
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Active8 Growth Plan!
WHEN!

WHAT!

HOW!

DAILY!

Active8 Academy!

Watch a product or training
video. Read 10 pages from a
book on our T.H.A. Book List.

Active8 Weekly Call!
Weekly LEAD School Call!

Put a standing commitment
every Monday night to be on
the call. Plug into leadership
calls for which you qualify.

MONTHLY!

LifeVantage Academy!

Third Saturday every month.
LifeVantageAcademy.com
(Markets vary)! Buy tickets
for next one NOW!!

QUARTERLY

Elite Academy or
Global Convention!

Register immediately. Book
hotel. Book flight. Make
sure you have time off and
childcare. Plan & commit.

WEEKLY!
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ACTIVE8 ACADEMY

Book List
Though this list is ever evolving, below are the top books that have been impactful in our careers. Some were suggestions from mentors, others we found online.
While this is NOT exhaustive, it’s certainly a great place to start!

Best Business, Finance, Relationship Book Ever Written:
The Bible – NLT or NIV version

Mindset/Personal Success Philosophy/Vision:
Change Your Thinking Change Your Life – Brian Tracy
The Power of Positive Thinking – Dr. Norman Vincent Peale
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Who Moved My Cheese – Spencer Johnson Acres of Diamonds – Russell Conwell
The Master Key to Riches – Napoleon Hill
15 Invaluable Laws of Growth – John C. Maxwell
You are a Badass – Jen Sincero
Daring Greatly – Brene Brown
The Motivation Manifesto – Brendon Burchard
Leading an Inspired Life – Jim Rohn
Awaken the Giant within – Tony Robbins
You’re made for a God Sized Dream – Holley Garth
God at Work – Gene Veith Jr
The Slight Edge – Jeff Olson
What to Say When You Talk To Yourself – Shad Helstetter
Reframe the Blame – Jay Fiset

Network Marketing:
Go Pro – Eric Worre
Network Marketing: The View from Venus – Carrie Dickie
Beach Money – Jordan Adler
Make the First Circle Work – Randy Gage
Your First Year in Network Marketing – Mark Yarnell

Leadership:
21 Irrefutable Laws of Leader – John C. Maxwell
Lincoln on Leadership – Donald T. Phlllips
Start with Why – Simon Sinek
Developing the Leader within You – John C. Maxwell
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Leadership beyond Reason – Dr. John Townsend
Tribes – Seth Godin
Entreleadership – Dave Ramsey
The Servant Leader – James A. Autry

People/Sales Skills:
How to Win Friends & Influence People – Dale Carnegie
The Anatomy of Peace – The Arbinger Institute
The Greatest Salesman in the World – Og Mandino
Personality Types – Don Riso
The Psychology of Influence & Persuasion – Robert B Cialdini
Power Questions – Andrew Sobel
The 4 Agreements – Don Ruiz
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Go for No! – Andrea Waltz & Richard Fenton
Ego is the Enemy – Ryan Holiday

Habits/Discipline/Time Management:
No Excuses – Brian Tracy
The Miracle Morning – Hal Elrod
Stickability – Greg S. Reid
7 Habits of Highly Effective People – Steven Covey
The Compound Effect – Darren Hardy

Finances/Wealth Management:
Money: Mastering the Game – Tony Robbins
War on Debt – Dani Johnson
Rich Dad, Poor Dad – Robert Kiyosaki
Total Money Makeover – Dave Ramsey
The Millionaire Next Door – Thomas J. Stanley
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ACTIVE8 ACADEMY

Book of the Month Schedule
Team’s that learn together, earn together! Start a bi-weekly or monthly “Active8 Group” with
your team or upline support & crossline. Grab the monthly title and dive into what you’re learning
+ share what’s working, what isn’t working in your business. Come together and push each other!
Even if you don’t have a group to read with, start on your own and grow yourself. Print of this
page and cross of each month as you finish the book!
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MAY 2019

JUNE 2019

JULY 2019

AUGUST 2019

Go For No!
Richard Fenton &
Andrea Waltz

The Anatomy of
Peace

21 Irrefutable Laws
of Leadership

Ego is the
Enemy

SEPTEMBER 2019

OCTOBER 2019

NOVEMBER 2019

DECEMBER 2019

The Compound
Eﬀect

What to Say When
You Talk To
Yourself

Network
Marketing The
View From Venus

The Millionaire
Next Door

JANUARY 2020

FEBRUARY 2020

MARCH 2020

APRIL 2020

Change Your
Thinking Change
Your Life

The Four
Agreements

The Servant
Leader

Rich Dad, Poor
Dad

MAY 2020

JUNE 2020

JULY 2020

AUGUST 2020

Who Moved My
Cheese

Stickability

Leading an
Inspired Life

War on Debt

SEPTEMBER 2020

OCTOBER 2020

NOVEMBER 2020

DECEMBER 2020

Entreleadership

Beach Money

How to Win
Friends &
Inﬂuence Others

No Excuses
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CHAPTER

8

Active8 Philosophies
Are you ready to learn the “secret sauce” that helps to make Active8 one of the premier teams
in Network Marketing? This recipe for success contains specific “ingredients” that we encapsulate in our philosophy statements.
These philosophies are ideals we live by here at Active8. It’s who we are, more than what we do.
They are the foundation and bedrock we live by.
These are ideals for all team members to follow. We don’t settle for less because it’s not in our
DNA to accept anything less than amazing.
It’s a key priority – an obsession – for everyone who partners with us. We want our team to live
by these philosophies. They produce an incredible culture that promotes creativity, growth,
acceptance and passion. Without the philosophies, we wouldn’t be who we are.

GET IN WHERE YOU FIT IN!
It’s tempting to push everybody to be a distributor with Active8. After all, we are a loving, caring community with kick-butt training and mentorship. But business isn’t for everyone, and
some people just want to try the products first. Develop the philosophy GIWYFI! Let people
be exposed to the opportunity, get involved with the products, and then upgrade them later –
when they are ready.
Also, let people get in on whatever pack they choose. Whether just the Starter Kit or the Silver
Pack… whatever is right for them is right for us.
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EVERYONE MATTERS!
Regardless of age, gender, race, religion, past experience or performance – everyone is loved and
everyone is accepted.
We follow the golden rule: Treat others as you would like to be treated. Have grace with your
contacts, they don’t always get started on YOUR timetable. Honor your new distributors, they
are learning and growing. You are leading a volunteer army! Displace humility and gratitude for
your leaders and cross line friends. Nobody is perfect and we are all flawed. Active8 is strongest
when we are aligned, connected, and caring for one another. Nothing external can bring us down!

EVERYTHING MATTERS!
A business built without integrity is a business built on quicksand. Integrity is the foundation of
character:
Integrity builds trust.

Integrity results in a solid reputation.

Integrity facilitates high standards.

Integrity fosters excellence in all we do

Master the mundane. Master the basics. Make sure the newest distributor or customer gets
their welcome email, added to the groups, and if appropriate; personally walked through the
Launch Guide. How you do anything is how you do everything.

NUMBERS & MONEY FOLLOW, THEY DO NOT LEAD!
Don’t chase money, chase the skills that will make you great at what you are building. Become
an expert and become the best. Then and only then will the better numbers or money follow you.
Pursue your vision with uncompromising passion and numbers and money will follow you.
Chasing numbers and chasing money first will leave you chasing your tail.

EDUCATION IS THE FOUNDATION
FOR PERSONAL SUCCESS!
We spoke of this in-depth in the previous chapter. Work as hard on yourself as you do on your
business and you’ll be unusually successful! Congratulations
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Congratulations
You have just taken another incredible step in your LifeVantage Journey-this one to mark your
run from Pro 1 to Pro 3 and beyond.
From all of our Active8 co-founders, we want to say:

“Thank You!”
Thank you for being the best part of LifeVantage. Thank you for all your hard work. Thank you
for believing in us, as we surely believe in you.
The next few years have the possibility to change your life like you couldn’t possibly imagine.

You’ve Learned it…. Now let’s EARN it!
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